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By MANY INTERPRETATIONS, Condillac (1714-1780) exempli
fies aU that is reductive and positivistic in Enlightenment phi

losophy. Whether he is seen as a derivative thinker and a minor 
detour on the grand philosophical road from Descarres to Kant (a 
route that may allow some consideration of British empiricism), 1 or 
as a precursor to the ldeologues and the champion of a new ideal 
of transparent, pseudo-mathematical, anti-rhetorical philosophical 
language,' Condilbc's writing has attracted relatively little critical 
attention. Both philosophy and literary criticism appear largely to 

1 In his brief treatment of CondiUac, Coples[Qn sees him mainly as a follower of 
Locke and his contribution to philosophy as an apparent impasse produced by a 
hesitation between materialist and immaterialist theories of mind. Frederick 
Copleston, ,1 History of Philosophy, Vol. 5: Hobbes 10 Hunw (Westminster, MD: 
Newman Press, 1959) 28-35. In the most extensive treatment of Condillac in 
English, Isabel Knight emphasizes the ambiguity of Condillac's thought, which 
she characterizes as an often puzzling mixture o f the "pious" and the "radical," in 
7be Geometric Spirit: 7be Abbe de Condillac and the French Enlightenment ( l\ew 
Haven: Yale UP, 1968). 
' See Wilda Anderson, "From Natural Philosophy to Scientific Discourse," A New 
History of French Literature, ed. Denis Hollier(Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1989) 
460--64. Ander>Un identifies Condillac W1th the trad1tJon of -positiVISt sc1ence," 
wh ich emerged from a division within natural history; Diderot exemplifies the 
other direction taken, that of an "explicitly literary program" (461). Basing his 
authority on a "self-justifying rhetoric" characterized by "neutrality of tone and ... 
avo1dance of literary mechanisms," Condillac is seen by Anderson as "the best 
model of the new style and rhetoric of scientific writing, a style recognizable to 
any reader of modern scientific texts" (464). 
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have disowned him: he is neither as incisive and influential as 
Locke and Hume, nor as readable and rich as Diderot and Rousseau. 

This relative neglect is perhaps less due to a lack of interest 
than to the difficulry of placing Condillac's work in relation to the 
modern disciplines of philosophy and literature, a hesitation that is 
itself symptomatic of the reordering of knowledge in the mid-eight
eenth century. Of all his works. the Tralle des sensations best em
bodies the conflicting rhetorical modes of that peculiar, belletristic 
natural philosophy already on the wane when the text was pub
lished in 1754. In considering the figural language of the Traite, I 
will argue that Condillac makes use of metaphors and other analo
gies borrowed from the arts (most notably music, painting and 
sculpture) to supplement and complete his argument about the 
nature of the mind. Condillac·s story of a statue brought to life 
through its senses, rather than inaugurating positivist anti-rhetoric 
and policing metaphors, represents a strategic use of the detours of 
figurative language and fiction in philosophical discourse. 

Despite its reductive and explanatory goals, Condillac's philo
sophical fiction embodies a deliberately ambiguous model of hu
man nature and its relation to the natural world. Condillac repeat
edly appeals to "Nature" as his statue's guide and as the source of 
his principles. However, in orclt>r ro hridge the gap between mind 
and maner, and subject and object, Nature must act as an "artifice," 
a construct that brings logical order and unites disparate elements 
into harmonious wholes. A rationalized and aestbeticized natural 
order serves as the guarantee that the ideas in the mind both "make 
sense" and serve as reliable guides to the outside world. At the 
same time, the statue's success as an explanatory fiction ultimately 
depends on the limits of human knowledge: the mysteries of Na
ture and human life, and the wonder they produce, are called in to 
complete a system originally constructed to illuminate them. The 
statue can only become truly human by realizing the ultimate fail
ure of its arts of knowing. 

Analysis and ArtifirP· RPprPsenting the C.:nderstanding 
The Traite des sensatrorzs purports to reduce the understanding. 
and by extension human nature, to a single universal principle: 
that all ideas, faculties and sentiments are merely sensations trans
formed and combined in different ways. In his introduction to the 
Traite, Condillac asks his reader to imagine a sensitive and curious 
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statue coming to its senses one by one and gradually awakening to 
life. He proposes controlling and observing the statue's education: 
along with smell, taste, heanng, sight and touch, the statue will 
receive stimuli of increasing complexity. Processing these sense 
impressions, it will progress from mere brute feeling to fully con
scious knowledge of itself and the world. 

The comparison of the system of sensation with an animated 
statue externalizes the operations of mind and makes them observ
able. like the cross-section illustrations of machines in the 
Encyclopedie. the description of the statue allows us to visualize 
how :.omething is put together in order to grasp how it functions.' 
The very representation of the statue serves as an expenmenral 
apparatus, isolating and rationalizing phenomena that normally 
escape our observation.• By analytically isolating the senses from 
each other, and controlling the sense impressions to which the 
statue is exposed, Condillac takes apart the human umler:,tan<.ling 
and reconstructs it anificially. 

7be Muszc oftbe .Hind 
Condillac performs his analysis by reducing sensation to its basic 
law. The progress of the statue, he explains, is determined by its 
reactions to each individual sensation, a simple binary alternation 
between pain and pleasure: 

Le principe qui determine le developpemenr de 
ses facult~s. est simpl~; les sensations memes le 

renferment car routes ~rant n~cessairement 
agreables ou desagreables, la statue est mteressee 
a jouir des unes et a se derober aux autres. Or, on 
se convaincra que cet interet suffit pour donner 

'On the plates of the En eye loped le a> ep~>temologtcal metaphor, see Dante I Brewer, 
-ordermg Knowledge: A .Veu· HISiory of Fre,,h Laerawre, ed. Hollicr. He-;;. 
• Knight describes the statue as "a >an of frictionless machme-an ideal model 
from which all extraneous or interfering elements had been eliminated so that the 
relevant factors might be approached and 'tudied in isolation. In this ideal model 
pure ..:nsarton was the psychological equ1valent of momentum or for~e-u"., a 
fundamental urur of expenence absrracted out of the complex JUmble of da1.1 that 
concrete experience presents to us" tB-+-8;). 
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lieu alL"< operations de l'entendemem et de la 

volome.' 

This "interest" of the statue is the law according to which it func
tions, just as bodies are moved by either attraction or repulsion: 
the desire for pleasure and the avoidance of pain are a natural 
instinct. The primacy of pleasure and the natural mechanism of 
desire take the place of any innate ideas or reason: "[c]'est par cet 
artifice que le plaisir et la douleur som !'unique principe, qui 
determinant routes les operations de son ame, doit l'elever par 
degres a routes les connaissances dont elle est capable."6 This dra
matic reduction of the human understanding to a simple binary 
principle is made possible only by "artifice," but this artifice is 
merely a clearer representation of a fundamental, unquestioned 
natural law. And, like Nev.-1on's laws of motion, this basic principle 
is sufficient to explain a large number of diverse phenomena. Thus, 
a simple binary opposition is repeated and complicated through 
the variety of the five senses. Like a musical theme and its varia
tions, this complicating of the binary formula brings about all the 
richness of human experience: "le jugement, la reflexion, les desirs, 
les passions, etc., ne som que la sensation meme qui se transforme 
differemment."7 The inevitable alternation between pain and pleas
ure governs the statue's entire universe and is the motor force of 
all experience. 

Such is the basic set-up of the statue: the binary switch of 
quiescence and stimulation, the negative and positive values of 
pain and pleasure, and the hierarchical diversity of the senses. The 
sensory equipment of the body and the laws that govern its move
ment are tools provided by nature for creating ourselves and our 

' Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, Tralte des sensations (Paris: Fa yard, 1984) 11. 
Hereafter Tralte. "The principle that determines the development of its faculties is 
simple; the ~nsations the~lves contain it: for, as they are all necessarily pleas
am or unpleasant, the statue has an interest in enjoying some and avoiding others. 
~ow, it will become ap parent lhat thi.-, interest suffice!> to prcx.luce the operaliOn!> 
of the understanding and the will." (All translations are my own.) 
6 Traite 18. "It is by this anifice that pleasure and pain are the unique principle 
that, determining all the operations of its mind, must raise it by degrees to all of 
the knowledge of which it is capable ... 
'Tralte 11. "Judgment, reflection, desires, passions, etc., are only sensation itself 
transformed differently." 
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experience: "La Narure nous donne des organes pour nous avertir 
... ce que nous avons a rechercher ... (et) ce que nous avons a fuir. 
Mais elle s'arrete la; et elle laisse a !'experience le soin de nous 
faire contracter des habitudes, et d'achever l'ouvrage qu'elle a 
conunence."8 On the one hand, the starue, like ourselves, is deter
mined by its narure, the structure of its body and the order of its 
senses; on the other, the experience that determines its ideas comes 
from outside. Narure provides the potential, which experience re
alizes. Thus it seems that narure, like the deist clockrnaker-God, 
merely sets up laws and matter; from there, the system of under
standing is self-generated through experience and an exploration 
of the world. 

Condillac explains that the statue, his creation, will clearly 
demonstrate the simpliciry of the laws of nature: "Cet objet est 
neuf, et il montre route la simplicite des voies de l'auteur de la 
nature .... Peut-on ne pas admirer qu'il n'ait fallu que rendre l'honune 
sensible au plaisir et a la douleur, pour faire naltre en lui des idees, 
des desirs, des habitudes et des talents de route espece?"9 In creat
ing his own, '·new" object, and authoring his treatise, Condillac 
retraces the path of "l'auteur de la narure." No metaphysical pre
suppositions or innate ideas are necessary to explain human knowl
edge: we only need put ourselves in the place of the creator to 
understand the creation. Condillac proposes to demonstrate the 
simple truth of sensation by taking on a godlike role: he will set up 
his starue and create a world for it, exposing it only to positive and 
negative impressions in order to "faire naltre" a whole human be
ing in all of its complexiry. 

Thus the statue is an instrument not only for modeling per
ception, but for producing a human subject. But Condillac's simpli
fication of the understanding makes the starue appear to be a mere 
machine for registering, collecting and combining sensations. How 

'Tralte 12. "Nature gives us organs to alert u> ... v.hat we ought to pursue ... and 
what we ought to flee. But she stops there; and she leaves to experience the task 
of making us form habits, and of fmish ing the work she has started." 
• Tralte 12. "This object is brand new, and it shows all the simplicity of the ways 
of the author of nature .... How can one not admire that it was only necessary to 
make man sensitive to pleasure and pain, in order to bring into being ideas, 
desires, habits and talents of all sons in him?" 
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will such basic input yield such sophisticated results? How will the 
statue come to consciousness and a sense of self' A passage from 
Condillac's l ogique, in which he compares the system of sensation 
to a harpsichord, is illuminating: "Les organes exterieurs du corps 
humain sont comme les rouches, les objets qui les frappent sont 
comme les doigts sur le clavecin. les organes interieurs sont comme 
le corps du clavecin, les sensations ou les idees sont comme les 
sons."10 Although the harpsichord appears to model perception 
through a mechanical reduction, the sensory body is a mere instru
ment, secondary to the ideas produced. Thought and feeling are 
insubstantial vibr-<~tions. whose logic is a sort of musical harmony. 
More than a mechanical process, perception attains the dignity of a 
work of art; the image of the harpsichord implies that the senses 
and the mind are not designed simply to produce random noise, 
but rather, beautiful and harmonious music. 

The statue, like the harpsichord, becomes a work of art when 
animated. The aesthetic excess of this comparison suggests that 
the "natural" order of experience has been replaced by a higher, 
more artful ordering intelligence. But where does the harmony 
and melody come from? A musical instrument is brought to life by 
the skill and intelligence of the performer who plays it. But the 
st:ttue, like thP sPnsory h~rrskhord, is "played" by objects in the 
form of sense impressions. What assures that the thoughts pro
duced by mind have an order and logical relation? To what extent 
is this order built into the machine and to what ell."tent does it come 
from the outside? Such is the dilemma of Condillac's sensationalist 
proJeCt. Refusing both materialist determinism and the metaphysi
cal presuppositions of Cartesian innate ideas, Condillac must ex
plain how physical unpress1ons on the senses become ideas in the 
mind." The exact narure of the analogy between material objects 

10 Condillac, Log/que, in Oeucres pbilosopblques, ed. Georges Le Roy (Pans: Presses 
lJniversJtaires de France. 19.;-) 11 "The exterior organs of the human body are 
like the keys, the objects that stnke them are hke fmgers on Ihe keyboard, the 
inierior organs are like the body of the harpsichord, the sensations or ideas are 
like the sounds.· 
1 On Ihe relation of Condillac to rnatenahsm. see Sylvain Auroux., "Condillac. 
lnventeur d·un nouveau rnateriahsme," DL~·bwtteme sti!cle 2-I (1992): I;'l-63, and 
m the same ISSue. Gtanni Pagarum, "Psychologte et Phys•olog•e de l'emendement 
chez Condillac· 165-"8. 
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and mental entities being unknown, Condillac can only explain 
the analogical mind/body relation through further analogies, like 
that of the harpsichord or the animated statueY The statue be
comes a whole, conscious human being through complex experi
ence, accumulating and combining an increasing diversity of ideas. 
Analogy allows connections between these sensations and ideas: 
the analysis of the senses and faculties thus ends in a merging of 
the perspectives and points of view represented by the different 
senses. The statue gradually develops into a thinking subject capa
ble of reconciling the diversity of its sensations and ideas into a 
synthetic order. 

Difference and Repetition: The Art of Memory 
The narrative of the statue's development is thus structured by 
both an expansive differentiation of sensation, ideas and senses, 
and the repetition of the same basic law of pain and pleasure that 
determines all its experience. The continuity of the statue's differ
ent states of being, and the influence of the structuring principle of 
pleasure unify what would otherwise be a mere collection of im
pressions and ideas. Memory allows the statue to collect and or
ganize its experiences. 

At first, it is Condillac who "plays" the statue. By providing 
carefully ordered experience, he produces ever more complex 
melodies of thought and brings forth the associative harmonies of 
the mind. Oscillating between pain and pleasure, the statue can 
only compare its various stares of being and artempt to remember 
them. In order to create a synthetic unity out of this increasing 
diversity of mere sensations Condillac appeals to models borrowed 
from such artifices as music, painting, sculpture and language. Thus 
he begins by exposing the statue to a variety of different odours to 
see what knowledge it can gain from that sense alone. The statue 
comes to life in a garden of fragrant flowers: the pleasures of smell 

"Derrida exposes the workings of this analogtque in Condillac s works, espe
cially the earlier Essal sur fortgtne des comtatssances bumatnes, in L'arcbeologte 
du frtvole(Paris: Galilt!e, 1973). His deconstrucrion of the various oppositions that 
have been used to read Condillac hinges in pan on a tension between, and 
overlap of, identiry and difference: the progress of the understanding occurs through 
minimal, productive differences within the repetitions and reproductions of anal
ogy. 
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and the pain of their evan~scence form the srarue's first desires, 
needs, memories and imaginings. From simple odours, the statue 
comes to desire a whole bouquet and appreciate the subtle art of 
perfumery. 

Whereas the stimuli for smell were the simple odours of 
individual flowers and some limited combinations. with hearing 
the objects of perception are more complexly ordered from the 
srart. Here too he gives pleasure to the starue: the objects of smell 
were a rich and luxurious assortment of flowers: to train its ear, he 
plays its beautiful music. In hts dtscussion of hearing, Condillac 
distinguishes berween noise (brutt) and sound or tone (son). Noise, 
like an inextricable mbcrure of different odours, is so chaotic that it 
offers no information; on the contrary, the ear clearly perceives 
tones and their harmonic relations from the start: "l'oreille est 
organisee pour saisir un rapport determine entre un son et un 
son."'' In a rare mention of the anatomical and phystologtcal 
determinations of sensation, Condillac explains that the fibres in 
the ear are organized in such a way as to percei\·e relations be
rween tones. Though the mechanism of the ear is capable of ad
vanced distinctions, the statue must still lea m to judge what it hears. 
Nonetheless, he claims, it is natural for the statue itself to prefer 
melodies ro mere noise: a sense of harmony is built into its ears. 
Because of the nature of sound and the ear, the relation between 
tones is much stronger than that between odours; thus a succes
sion of sounds is more easily remembered and more naturally de
sired: "les plaisirs de l'oreille consistent principalement dans la 
melodic, c'est ii dire, dans une succession de sons harmonieux ... 
[l]es desirs de notre statue ne se borneronr done pas a a voir un son 
pour obJet, et eUe souha1tera de rcd~venir un air enrier." 11 Th~ 

statue narurally desires more complex stimuli and aesthetic experi
ence. 

This aesthetic parti pris is based on the relationship between 
the perceiver and the perceived: clear perception of sound occurs 

' Tralle 60. ·The ear 1s organized tO c•pture a certain relationship between one 
sound and another.· 
"Trotte 61. "The pleasures of the ear consiSt prmCipally of melody, th3t IS, of a 
succession of harmonious sounds .. The des.res of our >taru~ will thu' nm be 
limued 10 having as their ob,ect a sound, and 11 "·ill wish 10 experience an entire 
melody repeatedly • 
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when there is a harmonic resonance between the impression and 
the organ. This, apparently, is the source of the pleasure in hear
ing. But there are deeper resonances as well: "Plus propres a 
emouvoir que les odeurs, lessons donneront, par exemple, a notre 
statue certe tristesse, ou cette joie, qui ne dependent point des 
idees acquises, et qui tiennenr uniquement a certains changemenrs 
qui arrivent au corps. "'5 The primal emotional power of music origi
nates in an immediate corporal sensation: it is of the body and not 
a product of the mind, arising, for example, from music's ability to 
imitate various natural sounds. The pleasures of music do not de
pend on acquired ideas, though the sense of hearing can be trained 
to distinguish increasingly complex melodies. The statue is natu
rally and intuitively a sensitive listener: rather than simply being or 
hearing sounds and forming ideas from them, it is moved from the 
start. 

The advenr of sound and music brings with it a literary allu
sion: "Elle sera comme !'echo dont Ovide dit: sonus est qui vivit in 
ilia; c'est le son qui vit en elle. Ainsi nous la rransformerons, a 
notre gre, en un bruit, une son, une symphonie."16 By citing Ovid's 
Metamorphoses, Condillac adds literary prestige to his own exer
cise in transformation. The allusion to the myth of Echo, along 
with the fantasy of transforming the statue into a symphony, bring 
into relief the almost divine authority of Condillac's fiction. He is 
an artist like Ovid, that ancient writer famous for the transmission 
of erotic and moral knowledge; he aims to instruct while pleasing 
the reader with such rhetorical ornaments as these. However, the 
reference to Ovid is relevant in another sense, for it is in the same 
work, the Metamorphoses, that Ovid tells the story of Pygmalion. 
Condillac never menLions Pygmalion, evt::n a!> hb treatise is a rt::
writing or echo of this myth. Making the statue into a symphony is 
the sonic equivalent of sculpting its beautiful body from stone. 

1 ~ Trafu!62. "More moving than odors, sounds will communicate to our statue, for 
example, that sadness, or that joy, that do not depend on acquired ideas, and 
o riginate uniquely in cenain changes occurring in the body." 
16 Tratte 59. "It will be like the echo, of which Ovid writes: sonus est qui ~1vil in 
ilia: it is sound that lives in her. Thus we will transform the statue, as we desire, 
into a noise, a sound, a symphony." 
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Painting as a Metaphor for Sight 
Just as it is presented with songs and symphonies to train its hear
ing, the objects it looks upon, and whose pans it must distinguish, 
are so many tableaux. The objects of sight, like those of hearing, 
are differentiated groupings of sense impressions that are first 
analyzed into constituent parts and then perceived as unified wholes. 
Condillac repeatedly compares the statue's artempts at seeing to 
examining and interpreting a painting; just as we have a difficult 
time looking at a painting that is new to us, straining to put into 
perspective what is obvious to the painter, the statue looks upon 
the world as a confused mass of unfamiliar shapes: "11 est 
vraisemblable qu"elle est par rapport il deux ou trois couleurs qui 
s'offrent a elle avec quantite d"autres, comme nous sommes nous
memes par rapport a un tableau un peu compose, et dont le sujet 
ne nous est pas familier .... Un peintre et moi nous voyons egalement 
toutes les parties d"un tableau: mats tandis qu'il les dcmele 
rapidement, je les decouvre avec tant de peine, qu'il me semble 
que je voie a chaque instant ce que je n'avais point encore vu."'" 
Comparing the statue's laborious use of its new eyes to what we 
experience before a complex and unfamiliar painting serves to 
de familiarize normal vision. making us aware of the judgments we 
make without noticing and take for granted: "Qu'on nous offre un 
tableau fort compose, I' etude que nous en fa isons, ne nous echappe 
pas ... ce n'est qu'apres routes ces operations, que nous les 
embrassons d'un meme coup d"oeil. "'~ It is only through art that 
we can perceive the constructedness of what we otherwise take to 
be natural and unproblematic. Looking at a work of art thus be
comes the model for the work of looking in general, just as the 
fiction of the statue is meant of inform us about our own undt:r
standing. 

i' Tmlte ' · 'It is likely that the statue relates to rwo or three colon; that presenr 
therru.elve> to it With J quanLJry of others, like we ourselves relate to a somewhat 
complex painting, "hose sub,ect rs not familiar to us .... A painter and I >ee 
equally well all the pans of a parnt.ng; but whereas he deC1phers them quickly, I 
::.on them out With such effort. that rt seerru. to me that at each moment I see 
someth•ng that I have not yet seen.· 
18 Tralt~84 . "If we are presented with a very complex painting, it does not escape 
our attention that we must study it . It is orily after all of these operations that 
we can see its pans together 10 a glance.· 
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Different faculties and senses allow the statue to order its 
experience, binding together disparate sensations into meaningful 
whales. However, this cognitive order is limited to a mere continu
ity in succession and simple comparisons. The statue is naive and 
inexperienced; it needs to learn to use its senses to rise to a level of 
more complex experience. The order and disposition of the ob
jects we perceive in the world corresponds to the temporal and 
spatial structure of sense experience. But without innate ideas or 
the appeal to some sort of structuring function in the mind, it is 
hard to explain what orders perceptions of distinct unities. Consid
ering the basic input of hearing through the art of music and those 
of sight through painting legitimates a certain idea of a rational 
order in the world that corresponds to the nature of senses. The 
objects of hearing and vision are structured so as to advance the 
statue's knowledge through pleasure. Condillac's artificial nature, 
like the real thing, has many charms. 

The Statue's Strange Ignorance: The 1\lfenace of Idealism 
However complex the statue's ideas may become, without the sense 
of touch, it has no notion of a world outside its sensations; it sim
ply is what it feels, it does not even know that it has a body. In the 
first put of the rremise. , C:onclillar argues that neither smell, taste, 
hearing nor sight can in themselves give us an idea of the exist
ence of a world outside of us. In its blank ignorance and with only 
these four senses, the statue cannot distinguish between pleasures 
and pains that belong to the body (plaisirs sensibles), and those 
that belong to memory and mental faculties (plaisirs intellectuels 
ou spiritue~-). This strange failure on the part of the statue, what to 
us appears as an error, is in fact enlightening: "Cene ignorance la 
garantira d"une erreur que nous avons de la peine a eviter: car ces 
sentiments ne different pas autant que nous l'imaginons. Dans le 
vrai. ils sont taus intellectuelles ou spirituelles, parce qu'il n 'y a 
proprement que l'iime qui sente."19 The statue's limitation arises 
from the fact that it simply feels sensations without having learned 
to assign them to external causes; it experiences them as modifica-

19 Trait€ 25. "This ignorance w.U protect it from an error that we have much 
trouble in avoiding: for these sensattons do not differ as much as we imagine. In 
truth, they are all intellectual or spiritual, because properly speaking, only the 
mind feels." 
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tions of its own being. Condillac presents this strange state of af
fairs as a real philosophical revelation: "La philosophic fait un 
nouveau pas: elle decouvre que nos sensations ne sent pas les 
qualites memes des objers, et qu'au contra ire elles ne sont que des 
modifications de notre ame."'0 Even as it ignores the existence of 
its own body and an outside world, the statue's solipsistic state 
reveals an important philosophical truth. 

Showing what ideas the statue can have even in ignorance 
of its own body and the outside world nor only demonstrates that 
sensation~ are mental phenomena. but proves that it is not neces
sary to appeal to material causes: ·'Que les philosophes a qui il 
parait si evident que rout est materiel, se meaenr un moment ii sa 
place, et qu'ils irnaginent comment ils pourraient sou~onner qu'il 
existe quelque chose qui ressemble a ce que nous appelons 
matiere. "21 Condillac is not claiming that the material world does 
not exist; he is just showing that one is not obliged to appeal to 
material causes to explain the origin of ideas in the mind. 

The statue's limited state symbolizes a philosophical dilemma 
and creates significant epistemological problems for the statue. It is 
unable to distinguish between present sensations and the powerful 
memory of a past sensation. Memories may impress themselves on 
its mind more pow<"rfully rhan what it is currently experiencing.22 

For the statue at this phase, there is no difference between imagin
ing a sensation based on past experience and having the sensa
tion; furthermore, it cannot distinguish the sensations of dreams 
from those of the waking state. Left to its own devices without 
touch, the srarue would become merely a bundle of sensations 
past and present: "Son moi n est que la collection des sensations 
qu'elle eprouve, et de celles que la memoire lui rappelle."2J The 
addition of new senses leads to an exponential expansion of expe-

"' Tralfe 74. "Philosophy makes a new advance: 1t discovers that our sensations 
Jre not the actual qualities of o bJeCts, but thJt on the contrary. they are only 
modifications of our nund -
" Tralle 16. If only those philosophers to "horn it appear.. so OOVIOUS that 
everythmg is rnatenal were to put themselves in the plate of the statue, how 
would they unag.ne that they could suspect that something e;usts tha1 resembles 
what we call malleT'!" 
z: Tratte !9. 
" Tratte 56. "Its self is nothing but the collectiOn of the sensations it expenences 
and of those that memory recalls. • 
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rience, and thus the statue's all-encompassing moi. With vision, its 
boundaries become limitless: Ale moi de la statue ne saurait se 
senrir circonscrit dans des limires. ll est a la fois routes les couleurs 
qui le modifient en meme temps .... Il lui semble qu'il se n~pete 
sans fin ... il est panout, il est tout."'' 

The only sense of self it has comes from a succession of 
sensations. memories and imagined perceptions. If it is ftrst a col
our and then we expose it to odours, tastes and sounds, in a son of 
synesthetic identiry, it will see itself as a colour that is successively 
odiferous, savory and sonorous. Condillac also speculates that it 
would define its sense of self by the first impression it had experi
enced, or the most habitual sensation: "Car c'esr dans la maniere 
d'etre ou elle se retrouve toujours, qu'elle doit sentir ce moi qui lui 
parait le sujet de routes les modifications dont elle est suscepti
ble."25 Even as the senses are multip[jed in this initial phase and the 
statue's experience becomes ever more diverse, they are contained 
within a solipsistic universe: ··u lui semble qu'elle aper~oit en elle 
une multitude d'etres rout differenrs. Mais elle continue a ne voir 
qu'elle .... Elle voir, elle sent, elle goGte, elle entend, sans savoir 
qu'elle a des yeux, un nez, une bouche, des oreilles: elle ne sait 
pas qu'elle a un corps."26 Its sense of self is simultaneously diverse, 
defined hy exterior stimuli and ideas of ever-increasing complex
icy, and narrow and passive, with true self-consciousness; its feel
ings and reactions to feelings are everything to it. 

The statue's solipsism is equivalent to the idealist position 
that claims that "nous n'apercevons rien qu'en nous-memes.",
Condillac himself made this claim in his Essai sur I 'origine des 
connaissances humaines, provoking a sharp criticism from Diderot.28 

" Tratre 81-82. "The self of the statue would not be able to feel itself circum
scribed by limits. It is simultaneously all the colors that modify 1t at the same lime 
... it seems to itself that it repeats endlessly .... it is everywhere, it is everything. • 
" Traite 88. "For it is in the manner of being to which it always returns that the 
starue must feel that self that seems to it the subject of all the modification to 
which it is susceptible.· 
"' Tralte 87. "It seo:ms to it that it ""'"' in it.><: If a multirude of completely ditlerent 
beings. But it continues [0 only see itself .... It sees, it smells, it tastes, it hears, 
without knowing that it has eyes, a nose, a mouth, or ears: it does not know that 
it has a body.· 
r Trait€ i4. "We perceive nothing but that which is in ourselves.· 
"'Condillac published his Essai in li46. Diderot's critique of Condillac's apparent 
agreement with Berkeley appears in his Lettresurlesat/eugles(l749). 
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The true difficulty for his sensationalist approach lies in demon
strating the existence of a world OU[Side our sensations, and ex
plaining "comment nous contractons l'habitude de rapporrer au
dehors des sensations qui sont en nous .... Comment le sentiment 
peut-il s'etendre au-dela de l'organe qui l'eprouve et qui le limite?"29 

It is only with touch that the statue will be able to discover a space 
outside itself and "teach" the other senses to connect their sensa
tions to bodies in this space. 

Condillac brings his statue a whole world of sensations-
flowers, music, fine cuisine, and complex paintings--bU[ still it 
does not come to life, or come into its own. lt remains unerly 
dependent on and ignorant of its philosophical protector, not to 
mention the world outside he has created. With no sense of itself 
as a subject in the world , in relation to other objects and subjects, 
the statue remains a mere echo of whatever it is given. 

Touch: Sculpting the Self 
With the sense of touch, the statue's world is doubled in a new, 
fundamental way. Instead of being everything it feels, the statue 
discovers that it has a body and that other bodies exist outside of 
itself. Its world becomes divided by a new opposition, between 
self and other: ir will begin ro activPly f'xplore both. Touch opens 
up new worlds of pleasure, and when united with the other senses, 
enables the statue to seek what it desires. This knowledge of itself 
and control of its surroundings emerge at firsr from an admiration 
and understanding of their design: just as its body comes to life 
under its hands, its world is formed through both wondering con
templation and artful experimentation 

In order to navigate and survive in the world, the ~Latue 

must somehow separate itself from what it feels and create a body 
for itself. A habitual misidentification of the self with the body is 
necessary for the negotiation of daily existence in the world of 
objects. Survival in the material world depends on a sort of fiction, 
"cet artifice, par lequel nous croyons nous trouver dans des organes 
qui ne sont pas nons proprement. •.l<l This useful misconception, 

" Trail~ 88. "How do we contract tht! habtt of projectmg outside the sensations 
that are m us ... How can feelmg stretch ttself outside of tl1e organ that experi
ences and hmtts it?" 

"' Trait~ 99. "that artifice by which we believe that we are located in organs that 
are not properly speaking ourselves " 
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like the informative fiction of the statue, relies on a conscious and 
distanced perception of the body's physical "mechanism," that in
strument that has been "chosen" and ·'ordered" by nature in rela
tion to the mind or soul. The statue must take this potentially de
ceptive corporal self-image for reality in order to "see" itself: only 
by mistakenly identifying itself with its body can it come to under
stand that it is not itself the entire world, but rather a finite being in 
a material world. It must become an object to itself, something it 
can identify and observe. Only by this "artifice" of self-representa
tion can it isolate its body from its surroundings, and experimen
tally determine its form, limits and capabilities. 

Perhaps aware that this miraculous emergence of self-con
sciousness through touch resembles a rhetorical sleight of hand, 
Condillac calls in "Nature" as a sort of deus ex machina to aid the 
statue in analyzing this self that appears to be located in its body: 
"Or il est certain qu'eUe ne fera pas cette analyse tome seule: c'est 
done a la Nature a la lui faire faire. Observons."31 Guided by "Na
ture," the statue discovers its body. This self-recognition is repre
sented as a conversation between different parts of the body: 
·'aussitot qu 'elle porte la main sur [une des parties de son corps], le 
meme etre sentant se repond en quelque sorte de l'une a ['autre: 
c'est moi. Qu'elle continue a se toucher .. p;~rtour ~ussi le. meme. 
etre sentant se repondra de l'une a !'autre: c'est moi, c'est moi en
core/"3' Through a feedback loop, in which the hand communi
cates with the rest of the body, the statue forms a tactile represen
tation of itself. The discovery of other bodies occurs by the same 
mechanism; the statue reaches the limits of itself when it touches 
and receives no response. 

'the discovery and recognition of its body takes the form of 
a self-creation, as the statue literally sculpts itself out of space: "s'il 
lui arrive de conduire sa main le long de son bras, et sans rien 
franchir, sur sa poitrine, sur sa rete, etc., elle sentira, pour ainsi 
dire, sous sa main, une continuite de moi; et cette meme main, qui 

ll Traite 98. "Now, it is certain that it will not undertake this analysis on its own: 
it is thus up to Nature to make it do it. Let us observe." 
" Truite 105. "As soon as it places a hand on [one of the parts of its body], the 
same feeling being replies, as it were, from one part to the other· it's me. If it 
continues to touch iLSelf ... everywhere the same feeling being also replies from 
one part to the other: it's me, it's still me!" 
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reunira, dans un seul continu, les parties auparavant separees, en 
rendra l'etendue plus sensible."~3 Only by recognizing itself as a 
statue, finely composed and harmoniously proportioned, does 
Condillac's creation come to know itself. Though the statue is guided 
by nature in this discovery, Condillac implies that self-identity ulti
mately depends on a linguistic or symbolic mediation. Becoming a 
sculpture, like having a conversation with itself, is a form of repre
sentational self-creation. 

Touch and Vision: Tbe World as Cam•as 
The integration of touch and vision is the most important partner
ship formed by the senses. Touch ·'corrects'' potentially deceptive 
visual images. Sight and touch interact in judgments about dis
tances and the relative size of objects. Condillac represents the 
dependence of sight on touch by a comparison with painting. The 
"bru:.h" of the eye is guided by the "stick" of touch. just as tt earlier 
sculpted its body out of space, the statue now "paints" a world by 
projecting visual sensations onto the objects of touch: "la main ... 
fixant successivement la vue sur les differences parties d'une fig
ure, les grave routes dans la memoire: c'esr elle qui conduit, pour 
ainsi dire, le pinceau ... elle dessine devant [les yeux] une surface, 
dont elle marque les bornes. "34 The statue assigns rhings their proper 
size and place in the field of vision with the help of touch, just as 
a painter constructs a visual field with brush and paint. That the 
statue comes to know itself as a sculpture and the world as a 
painting reveals that knowledge and self-knowledge must be me
diated by a system of signs. The interposition of these fanciful 
metaphors rakes the place of a missing element in Condillac's theory 
of mind; he cannot explain by his princtples alone how the under
standing actively creates ideas as meaningful representations from 
mere sense impressions. 

"Trail.! lO·l. · rf 1t happens that1t moves 1ts hand the length of 1ts arm and, w1rhour 
mtSStng anything, over 11S chest, it.> heod, ere., it will feel under it> hand, so ro 
speak, a continuity of self; and this same hand, which will unite into a single 
conhnUiry parts that were previouslv separated. will make the eX!ens1on of the 
whole more sensllive.· 
)4 Trait!! 176. "Th" hand . fc'<ing sight on the different pans of a figure, engraves 
oil of them in the memory the hand moves, so to speak, the brush .. 11 draws 
before the eyes a surfoce, whose limitS 11 mark>.· 
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The statue's world obeys regular laws and is arranged in a 
coherent relational order. The artful decor of the statue's world 
may appear to be a mere rhetorical effect, a fanciful insistence on 
the part of its creator that a beautiful statue live in a world popu
lated by paintings, symphonies and flower arrangements, but it 
serves a more important function in Condillac's argument. Just as 
the statue's exposure to aesthetic experience in the first part of the 
treatise made it into the very works of art it perceived, and thus 
ordered its experience in terms of coherent unities, now its move
ment in a world of art symbolizes a larger harmony. The statue 
lives in universe carefully constructed to appeal to its senses, in
crease its knowledge and assure its survival. The objects of this 
world supply precisely those impressions for which its senses are 
suited: rather than adaptation. the model is adequation. Condillac 
suggests by extension that the order we discover in the world is 
there because it was made for us and our senses. Thus the artistic 
analogies allow another mystification, by which the human mind 
and the natural world are rescued from the banalities of philo
sophical analysis to be reinstated as objects of awe and wonder. 
Thus the statue's impressions on wandering through the landscape 
reproduce a topography of the beautiful and sublime: "Ici elle est 
le ch~nt des oise~ux, !~ le bruit d 'une rasc~dt\ r lus loin celui des 
arbres agites, un moment apres le bruit du tonnerre o u d 'un orage 
terrible."35 The state of nature in which it lives and moves reveals 
itself to be an assemblage of poetic lieu.x: communs. 

Tbe Spectacle of the World: Jlllorality and Abstraction 
With the reunion of the five senses, but especially with the reha
bilitation of vision, the statue is initiated mto the spectacle of the 
world. Its discovery of night is a dramatic tour de force: 

Elle croit le solei! perdu pour toujours. Environnee 
d 'f:paisses tenebres, elle apprehende que tous les 

objets q u' il eclairait, ne se soient perdus avec lui: 

elle ose a reine changer de place. il lui semble 
que la terre va manquer sous ses pas. MaiS au 
moment qu'elle cherche a la reconnaitrn au to ucher, 

" Traite 163. "Here it is the birds' song, there the sound of a waterfall , farther o n, 
that of agitated trees, a moment after, the no tse of thunde r and a terrible storm." 
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le ciel s'eclairCit. la June repand sa lumiere, une 

multirude d'erotles brtlle dans le finnamem. Frappee 

de ce spectacle, elle ne sa1t si elle en dolt croire 
ses yeux."' 

The revelatory experience of night is explicitly theatrical: in this 
passage everything-the poetic lexicon, the dramatically distended 
temporality, the baroque lighting effects-<onspires to signify a 
heightened and exemplary event. This sense of spectacular climax 
is confirmed by the rhetorical piano of the following passage: 
"Bient6t le silence de wute la nature !'invite au repos: un calme 
delicieux suspend ses sens: sa paupiere s'appesantit: ses idees fuient, 
echappent: elle s'endort. •r The statue's expe rience of day and night, 
the natural alternation of pleasure and rest is thus supplemented 
by a theatrical contrast between two scenes and two moods: from 
sunlight and activity to a clt1ire de lune, conremplatron and dreams, 
its experience becomes increasingly nuanced and dramatic, sug
gestive of the full richness of human feeling. 

Although the statue explores its world by trial and error. the 
natural order of things in the world rises up to meet it. Moved by 
hunger, the statue reaches out w fruits "dont les couleurs et les 
parfums charment ses sens" and finds rhem delicious and nourish
ing.~8 Its "experimental" discovery of the fruit is aesthetically 
overdetermined: the appeal of these objects to its other senses 
corresponds to and indicates their ability to satisfy its need. Nature 
is the original artist philosopher. uniting the good and the beauti
ful: "Tel est !'artifice de la nature pour nous faire apporter a nos 
besoins des remedes dont nous sommes encore incapables de 
connaitre les effets. "'9 

"' Tralte 205. "it believes the sun loSt forever. Surrounded by dark shadows, 1t 
fe-ars that all the objects illuminated by the sun have disappeared with 11: the 
statue scarcely dares to move, it seems to it that the earth will fall beneath its 
footsteps. Bur JUSt as the statue seeks ro recogniZe the earth by touch, the sky 
clears, the moon spreads Its light. a mullltude of stars shine in the firmament. 
Stunned by this spe<.'tacle, it does not know whether it should believe 11> eyes.· 
,. Tralte 205. "Soon the silence of all narure invites it to resr: a delic1ous calm 
suspends 1ts senses: its eyelids become heavy: its ideas escape, fleeing it falls 
asleep." 
'" Trait~ 216. ·whose colors and scents charm 1ts senses.· 
" Trail/! 216. ·such is nature, artrfice to prompt us to address our needs w1th 
remedies whose effet1s we are not yet capable of understanding." 
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The starue lives in the bosom of a benevolent narure that 
answers all of its needs. However, if all of the statue's needs are 
taken care of, it will have nothing left to desire and fall back into 
passivity, a state of arrested development equivalent to an "animal 
enseveli dans une profonde lethargie."40 The story of the statue can 
only continue if there are obstacles to the satisfaction of its desires: 
the final test of the statue will be to provoke a crisis of passion: "le 
desir augmente avec !'inquietude; il vient un moment ou il agit 
avec tant de violence, qu'on ne trouve de remede que dans la 
jouissance: il se change en passion. "41 Condillac outlines a libidinal 
economy worthy of Sa de: the starue's desire for pleasure awakens 
a passionate response whose violence it is powerless to resist. With 
increased frustration, it will wear itself out trying to gain a pleasure 
whose very value is increased by its unattainability: "les exces ou 
elle tombe ont souvent pour cause une habirude contractee, et 
l'ombre d'un plaisir que !'imagination lui retrace sans cesse, et qui 
lui echappe toujours."42 A desire frustrated by the imagination is its 
own punishment; the suffering it has caused for itself will make its 
aware that pleasures of the moment, such as the desire for a par
ticular fruit, are not as important as its survival and the avoidance 
of pain. Thus even without any societal structure, moral or reli
gious education, the starue learns through experience to moderate 
its desires. 

Its freedom from Nature only comes about by a conscious 
regulation of its own desiring and needy narure. Only through 
observational distance does the statue come to contemplate itself, 
and begin to master its passions: "Elle observe ses sens, les impres
sions qu'ils lui transmertent; ses plaisirs, ses peines, ses besoins, les 
moyens de les satisfaire; et elle se fait une espece de plan de ce 
qu'elle a a fuir ou a rechercher."'3 This study of the self, like the 

•• Tratte 223. "animal sunk in deep lethargy." 
.. 1 Traite 225. "Desire increases with restlessness; a moment comes when it acts 
upon us with such violence, that we only ftnd a remedy in complete satisfaction: 
it be<.:omes a passion ... 
" Tratre 229. "The excesses into which it falls are often caused by an acquired 
habit, and the shadow of a pleasure that the imagination retraces ceaselessly, but 
which will always elude it." 
•• Traite 231. ··It observes its senses. the impressions that they transmit to it; its 
pleasures, its pains, its needs, the means for satisfying them; and it makes a son of 
plan of what it ought to flee and to seek out." 
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earlier discovery of its body through touch, is based on the statue's 
recognition of its special status in the world. as distinct from the 
objects that surround its. It sees itself as a subject over and against 
the world of exterior objects, and mkes stock of what this self is 
made up of: needs, desires. pleasures. In self-contemplation, it begins 
to see its faculties as forms of potential that can be used and con
trolled in certain ways. 

This new orientation brings its ever closer to self-determina
tion; it o rders its studies of the world, giving it a clear sense of 
value and priority. Now it will not merely seek the most pleasant 
sensations. but will come to desire knowledge about sensations 
good and bad, in order to direct its future actions. Increased expe
rience, acquired through trial and error, furnishes it with a basis for 
deciding future action. The recognition of need and its vicissitudes 
thus develops and extends its use of reason: "EIIe sent que desormais 
il depend d 'elle de se n!gler d'apres les connaissances qu'elle a 
acquises ... elle dirninue !'empire des passions, pour etendre celui 
que la raison doit avoir sur sa volome, et pour devenir libre.-

This liberty is only bought at the price of a sense of limits. 
Though the statue begins to sense the limits of its powers in the 
world, it nonetheless does not see its life as finite. Surprised by the 
violence of anim.'lls, it is brought by its own curiosity to become a 
specmtor to death: "Cene vue lui peint sensiblement le passage de 
la vie a la mort."'5 But its very distance from what it sees, its nature 
as a spectacle, allows it to believe that it is not destined to end in 
the same way. Intent only on its own pleasures and pains, the 
statue watches the fate of others, while ignoring its own: "L'univers 
est un theatre ou elle n'est que spectateur; et elle ne prcvoir pas 
qu'elle en doive jarnais ensanglanter la scene."46 

Moral knowledge only comes with the statue's ability to see 
itself from a distance. like an actor on the stage of the world, en
gaged in a struggle animated by desire and the passions. No longer 
a mere spectator, it becomes an actor in a drama: learning to sur-

,. Tralre zr ·tr feels that from now on 11 depends on •tself 10 direct 1LSelf accord
ing 10 the knowledge that 11 has acqu1red lt diminishes 1he rule of the passions, 
and inueases that which reason should have over will, in order to become free." 
" Tmlle 232. "This sight pamts vividly before 1t the passage from life to death." 
.. Tratre 232. "The universe is J theatre where 1t ;,; but a speCiator; and 1t does not 
foresee that it should ever 1LSelf bloody I he .>Uge. • 
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vive is an experience it must "payer de son sang."47 When nature 
strikes back through violence or a harsh change of seasons, it must 
learn to defend itself, and kill or be killed. Only through caution, 
ruse and ingenuity will the statue will remain animated. The entry 
into an economy of violence and struggle completes its moral edu
cation. From being a demonstrative artifice whose ideas, needs 
and desires were defined by experimenral input, existing only in 
complete passivity and dependence, the statue has truly come to 
life. Its experience is no longer that of a privileged spectator in a 
world of art and pleasure created for it alone; the artificial needs of 
a hedonistic economy of luxury have been replaced by the hard 
reality of natural needs. 

The statue's contemplation of itself and its relation to the 
world also gives rise to rudimentary religious beliefs. Projecting its 
own desires and intentions onto the world, it is convinced there is 
an order or design: "elle croit voir un dessein, partout ou elle 
decouvre quelque action .... Elle pense done que ce qui lui plait, a 
en vue de lui plaire; et que ce qui l'offense, a en vue de l'offenser."48 

Exteriorizing pauerns of succession, causality and intention from 
its mind. Condillac warns, will lead it to "superstition." It begins to 
wish that objects serve to do it good, that they be favorable to it, 
and th is desire becomes a sort of prayer to the sun, which it be
lieves to be a god. Left to its own devices in this manner, the statue 
will continue to multiply its errors. With increasing sophistication 
in its ideas comes increased possibility for confusion between its 
mental constructions and the pauerns of nature. Do its ideas come 
from sense experience and observation, or are they generated within 
and projected outside as interpretations and illusions? 

Conclusion: The Statue's Soliloquy 
If it is uncertain about external objects, it does not know itself any 
bener: it knows it is composed of organs that can receive impres
sions from objects around it, and that its life is composed of an 
alternation of pleasure and pain, but what exactly is this rnoi who 
feels and experiences all this? Is it nothing more than an assem-

, .. Trafle 235. "pay by its own blood. • 
... Trai/e 241. "It believes it sees a design everywhere where there is an action . 
It thus thinks that that wh•ch pleases it, intends to please it; and that which 
offends it, intends to offend it.'' 
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blage of organs or the succession and sum of its experiences? Ar 
the end of the treatise, Condillac has the statue look back on its 
development. lrs soliloquy ends in suspense and wonder: "je me 
vois, je me touche, en un mot, je me sens, mais je ne sais ce que je 
suis: er, si j'ai cru etre son, saveur, couleur, odeur, actuellemem je 
ne sa is plus ce que je dois me croire. "•9 

The statue's tale reveals the anxiety and wonder of its birth 
to experience.50 Although in retrospect its progress seems to have 
happened naturally, and almost by itself c·Quoi de plus simple que 
la maniere dont j'ai appris :i. me servir de mes sens!"), each pleas
ure is balanced by a pain, and every certainty suggests new doubts. 51 

At the very end, even as it has come to know so much, and ac
quired a new freedom and self-determination, this knowledge and 
sense of self confronts it with more acute questions about its exist
ence. The final, self-reflexive phase of knowledge, where it comes 
to contemplate itself as an enigma, po1nts to problems outside the 
realm of sense experience itself. lt is as if its critical faculties and 
analytic habits of mind cannot resist applying themselves to the 
question of what it is, even as they are powerless to provide a 
response. 

Bringing a perfect statue to life in an artful universe makes 
the philosopher a Pygm~lion, able to artificially create an ideal 
human subject, whose perceptions will be trained from the start to 
avoid the errors that commonly affect our use of the senses and 
ways of reasoning. The benevolent guidance of nature, as recre
ated by rhe philosophical sculptor, operates as a de us ex machina, 
providing an order of experience in harmony with the receptive 
potential of its senses and mind. Godlike, the philosopher creates 
a whole world for the starue to live in, a narural on.lt::r :>tructured 
specifically to supply everything the statue needs to eventually 
survive on its own. In this sense, the story of the statue stages a 

.. Trawl 2f>.i. "I see myself. I touch myself. in a word, I feel myself, but I do n01 
know what it is that I am, and if I believed myself to be sound, tastes, color, odor, 
at pre..:nt I no longer knov. "'""' I should beli.,ve mys<!lf to be. 
•• For a readmg of Condillac·s statue in term:; of the "dilemma of the modern 
subject." see Yves Cinon. "fr-agile Euphorie: la statue de Comlillac et les impasses 
de l"individu." Studies 011 Voilalre a11d tbe Elgbteemb Cemury 323 0994): T9-
321 
" Tralle 260. "What is more simpl~ than the manner in which I learned to use my 
senses!'' 
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return to Eden, where innocence rakes the form of epistemological 
purity: the statue is a blank slate in the form of a body. The "natu
ral" development of the statue's intellect figures not just a return to 

immediacy and an innocence free of metaphysical prejudice, but 
also a remaking of the human subject in order to bring about a 
reform in our ways of knowing, making future progress in the 
sciences possible. 

However, the fiction of the anunated statue that Condmac 
uses to perform his genetic analysis of mind rakes on a life of its 
own: in his attempt to avoid metaphysical and materialist doc
trines, Condillac ends up reintroducing both in a disguised form
the aesthetic. The sense of a grand. artful order in nature reintro
duces metaphysical concern and brings philosophy to its limits. In 
the statue's evolution, knowledge and mastery of the world yield 
to an admiring contemplation of a natural order that escapes all 
mastery, and a reminder that we are mere transient spectators. The 
illuminating effect of representation-the heuristic use of fictions 
and artificial analogies--is thus doubled by a display of baroque 
effects, and a rhetoric of wonder that marks the limits of represen
tation and understanding. From its beginning in demystifying analy
sis, the treatise ends by reocculring human nature and reintroduc
ing grand metaphysical concerns 


